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ABSTRACT

The executes-before relation between tasks is fundamental in the

analysis of Event Driven Programs with several downstream ap-

plications like race detection and identifying redundant synchro-

nizations. We present a sound, efficient, and effective static analysis

technique to compute executes-before pairs of tasks for a general

class of event driven programs. The analysis is based on a small but

comprehensive set of rules evaluated on a novel structure called

the task post graph of a program. We show how to use the executes-

before information to identify disjoint-blocks in event driven pro-

grams and further use them to improve the precision of data race

detection for these programs. We have implemented our analysis in

the FlowDroid framework in a tool called AndRacer and evaluated

it on several Android apps, bringing out the scalability, recall, and

improved precision of the analyses.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Event-Driven Programming (EDP) model has become a pop-

ular contemporary paradigm, widely used in the development of

mobile apps, distributed systems, graphical user interfaces, and web

applications, among others. These programs are multi-threaded in

which each thread has associated with it a queue of program units
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called łtasksž that are łpostedž to it by other threads, and that it

executes sequentially in a FIFO manner. The posting of tasks is

typically triggered by łeventsž like button clicks, completion of

background tasks, etc. While EDP is an efficient paradigm, control

flow in these programs can be complex and non-standard, and pose

a challenge to the developer to guard against common concurrency

issues like data races and atomicity violations. The non-standard

concurrency model also makes it challenging to carry out static

analysis in a sound, precise, and efficient manner.

A key notion that has proved useful in analyzing EDP programs

is the łexecutes-beforež relation on the tasks of a program. A task

𝑎 executes-before another task 𝑏 in an EDP program 𝑃 if in every

execution of 𝑃 , every instance of 𝑎 completes execution before any

instance of 𝑏 begins its execution. Versions of the executes-before

relation (derived from a static happens-before relation on a partial

unrolling of the program in [8, 17, 20]) have been used to detect

event-races (where two conflicting accesses may not be ordered)

and use-after-free races. Another use of the executes-before relation,

which we show in this paper, is in a łdisjoint blockž analysis (also

known as a not May-Happen-in-Parallel or łnot MHPž analysis)

for EDP programs. Disjoint blocks are blocks of code in two tasks

which are guaranteed never to overlap (or Happen-in-Parallel) in

any execution of the program, much like blocks of code protected

by the same lock. Disjoint block information is fundamental for

data race detection [3, 5, 19], high-level race detection for atomicity

violations [18], and for identifying redundant synchronizations. A

final promising use of the executes-before relation is in carrying

out efficient data-flow analysis for EDP programs. One can imagine

using executes-before information to construct a combined control-

flow graph of the program and analyze it using techniques like

[3, 4, 7].

It is important for any analysis that computes the executes-

before relation to be sound (in that it never reports that task 𝑎

executes-before task 𝑏 unless 𝑎 actually does execute before 𝑏),

particularly when one is interested in race-detection for safety-

critical applications, or eliminating redundant synchronizations, or

data-flow analysis. Unforunately none of the existing techniques we

are aware of are sound. In particular the works in [8, 17, 20] consider

a finite unrolling of the program wherein a task may have multiple

copies corresponding to different contexts (which task/thread they

were posted by, etc), and compute a happens-before ordering on

the start/end/invoke nodes in these copies using standard causal

rules. They then derive an executes-before relation on tasks by
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declaring 𝑎 to execute-before 𝑏 if the end nodes of all copies of 𝑎

happen-before the start nodes of all copies of 𝑏. However, as we

illustrate later, this is easily seen to be unsound for EDP programs

in general.

In this paper we propose a sound, efficient, and fairly precise way

of identifying executes-before pairs in an EDP program. We give

a small set of conditions and inference rules that can be statically

checked on a structure called a łtask post graphž induced by the

program, which are sufficient to guarantee that one task executes

before another. We have implemented and evaluated the analysis

on several Android apps, and observed that it has good recall of

manually identified executes-before pairs in these apps. In fact we

compare favourably with ERCatcher [17], one of the state-of-the-art

event-race detection tools, in terms of recall of EB pairs retrieved,

on their specially created set of microbenchmarks [16].

In a couple of applications downstream, we show how to use

the executes-before information (in addition to lock information)

to identify pairs of disjoint-blocks in EDP programs, and apply

this to statically detect data races and check for redundant syn-

chronizations in Android apps. We show the value of the executes-

before-based disjoint-block rules by observing that they are solely

responsible for 57% of the conflicting accesses eliminated, which

techniques like [9] would miss.

2 OVERVIEW

In this section we illustrate the main ideas of the paper with an ex-

ample event-driven program in the form of an Android app adapted

from [20], shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows an Android activity,

MyActivity, that has a field p and four tasks (or program units)

onCreate, a, b, and c. When the application begins execution, the

Android runtime creates the main thread with a FIFO queue at-

tached to it. It then posts (or enqueues) the task onCreate (which is

an Android lifecycle callback) to the main thread. The main thread

begins by dequeing the only task in its queue, onCreate, and exe-

cuting it. Tasks in an app can post other tasks onto threads using

handlers. The onCreate task creates a handler formain (line 20) us-

ing which it posts tasks a and b, in that order, onto themain thread’s

queue (lines 21ś22). Themain thread upon completion of onCreate

proceeds with dequeing and executing task a which initializes the

value of p (line 4). The main thread then dequeues and executes

task b. This task creates a child thread with a handler (lines 9ś

11), and posts task c to it (line 12). The child thread dequeues and

executes task c, which writes to variable p (line 17).

We say that a task 𝑥 łexecutes-beforež a task 𝑦 in an EDP pro-

gram 𝑃 if whenever we have an execution of 𝑃 with instances of

tasks 𝑥 and 𝑦, every instance of 𝑥 must complete before any in-

stance of 𝑦 begins execution. In this sense, in the given program

we can see that onCreate executes-before both a and b. This is

because firstly each task has a single instance. Secondly, onCreate

must execute for a and b to be posted, and since they are posted

to the same thread main, tasks a and b must wait for onCreate

to finish executing. We further observe that a executes before b

since it is posted by onCreate to main before b is. Finally, both

onCreate and a must execute before c (even though they are

posted to different threads) since both onCreate and a execute

1. class MyActivity extends Activity {

2. long p;

3. Runnable a = new Runnable () {

4. public void run() {p = 0L;}

5. }

6. Runnable b = new Runnable () {

7. public void run() {

8. long y = p;

9. HandlerThread child = new HandlerThread ();

10. child.start ();

11. Handler hb = new Handler(child.getLooper ());

12. hb.post(c);

13. long z = p;

14. }

15. }

16. Runnable c = new Runnable () {

17. public void run() {p = 10;}

18. }

19. public void onCreate () {

20. Handler handler = new Handler ();

21. handler.post(a);

22. handler.post(b);

23. }

24. }

on−

C1

C2

C2

C1
C1

(ii)

CreateCreate

on−

(i)

𝑎 𝑏

child

main

main
main

𝑐

𝑎 𝑏

𝑐

main

child

main

main

Figure 1: (Top) An example Android app, (i) its TPG, and (ii)

its TPG with the EB relation superimposed.

before b which posts c. The five executes-before pairs are thus

(onCreate, a), (onCreate, b), (onCreate, c), (a, b), and (a, c).
We now describe howwe statically identify such executes-before

pairs. We propose a small set of conditions ((C1), (C2) and (C3) de-

scribed in Sec. 5), each of which allows us to conclude that a task

executes-before another. The conditions are phrased on a structure

we call a Task Post Graph (TPG), which has the set of tasks as

its nodes and an edge from node 𝑥 to 𝑦 labelled th whenever task

𝑥 contains a post of task 𝑦 to thread th. Fig. 1(i) shows the TPG

corresponding to the example program. The small arc arrow across

the edges corresponding to posts of a and b from onCreate indi-

cates that all posts of a take place before those of b in onCreate.

The dashed edges in Fig. 1(ii) show the executes-before pairs in-

ferred using the rules, with the labels indicating the rule used. For

example, we infer that onCreate executes before c by rule (C1)

(see Fig. 4(C1)(b)), which essentially says that if all paths from the

initial task to c pass through onCreate, and all these paths have

at least one post to the thread to which onCreate is posted, then

onCreate executes-before c. We note that all five executes-before

pairs, mentioned in the previous paragraph, are inferable by our

rules.
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We note that if we had modified the above program with a loop

around the post of tasks a and b in lines 21ś22, then the post of

a is no longer ordered before the post of b, and our rules would

only allow us to infer that onCreate executes-before each of tasks

a, b, and c. However, the approach in [17] unsoundly infers that a

executes-before b.

One of the uses of the executes-before information is in deter-

mining (in a sufficient way) when two blocks of code (or two tasks

themselves) are łdisjoint,ž in that they can never happen-in-parallel

(i.e. overlap in time during an execution). We give a couple of such

rules in Sec. 6. The first of these rules says that if one task executes-

before another they are disjoint. This lets us infer that onCreate is

disjoint with tasks a, b, and c, and that a is disjoint with both b and

c. Our second rule says that if it is the case that a parent 𝑥 of task 𝑦

executes before any other parent of 𝑦 then task 𝑥 is the first to post

𝑦, and hence the block of statements before the post of 𝑦 in task 𝑥

are disjoint with the whole of 𝑦. In the above example this lets us

infer that the block of code in task b up to the post of c (lines 8-12)

is disjoint from the whole of c.

The disjoint block information can be used to detect data races in

a sound manner. To do this we first collect conflicting accesses that

may run on different threads. In the example program, these are the

pairs of statements (4, 17), (8, 17), and (13, 17). Whenever a pair of

accesses is łcoveredž by a pair of disjoint blocks, we can eliminate

it as non-racy (since they can never happen-in-parallel). The access

pair (4, 17) is covered by the pair of disjoint tasks a and c, and

hence can be eliminated. Similarly, the pair of statements (8, 17) is
covered by the pair of blocks comprising the first half of b (till the

post of c) and the whole of c, and hence can also be eliminated. We

note that the approach in [9] will fail to eliminate the access (4, 17)
as non-racy. Finally, we report (13, 17) as a potential race since we
were unable to eliminate it using any of our rules. We note that this

pair of accesses actually constitutes a harmful race.

3 EVENT DRIVEN PROGRAMS

An event driven program is essentially a multi-threaded program

with dynamically created threads. It is organized as a set of program

units called łtasksž which access a set of shared global variables.

Table 1: EDP Program Commands Cmd𝑉 ,𝐿

Statement Description

t := create() Create a new thread and store tid in t.

stopth() Stop executing the current thread.

join(t) Wait till thread t finishes.

post(t,a) Enqueue task a on thread t’s queue.

skip Do nothing.

x := e Assign the value of e to x.

assume(b) Enabled if b evaluates to true; skips.

lock(l) Block till l is available; then take it.

unlock(l) Releases lock l.

Initially there is only a łmainž thread which starts off by executing a

designated łmainž task. Among other things, a task can create new

threads and łpostž tasks to other threads. Each thread conceptually

maintains a FIFO queue of tasks that have been posted to it, and

repeatedly dequeues and executes the task at the head of its queue.

The table alongside shows the set of commands that an event driven

program can use over a set of variables 𝑉 and locks 𝐿. We denote

this set of commands by Cmd𝑉 ,𝐿 .

More formally an event driven program 𝑃 is a tuple (𝑉 , 𝐿,𝑇 ),
where𝑉 is a finite set of global variables, 𝐿 is a finite set of locks, and

𝑇 is a finite set of tasks. Every task 𝑎 ∈ 𝑇 is represented as a control

flow graph (CFG) 𝐺𝑎 = (Loc𝑎, ent𝑎, ext𝑎, Inst𝑎), where Loc𝑎 is the

(finite) set of locations of 𝑎, ent𝑎, ext𝑎 ∈ Loc𝑎 are the entry and exit

locations of 𝑎 respectively, and Inst𝑎 ⊆ Loc𝑎 ×Cmd𝑉 ,𝐿 ×Loc𝑎 is the

set of instructions of 𝑎. We use the notation Inst𝑃 =
⋃

𝑎∈𝑇 Inst𝑎 to

denote the set of all instructions in 𝑃 , and task(𝜄) for an instruction

𝜄 in Inst𝑎 to denote the task 𝑎 in whose CFG it occurs. We assume

a designated main task called m in 𝑇 , which begins the program’s

execution on the main thread. We also assume an idle task, which

does no useful work, and executes in a thread whenever there are

no other tasks to run on it. We denote the class of event driven

programs by EDP and refer to such programs as EDP programs.

Fig. 2 shows the textual version of an example EDP program with

3 tasks: m, count, and prod.

Before we define the semantics of an EDP program, some nota-

tion will be useful. We use Z to denote the set of integers. We denote

the set of finite sequences (or words) over a finite set of symbols

𝑆 by 𝑆∗, and represent the empty sequence by 𝜖 . For a function

𝑓 : 𝐴 → 𝐵, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 and 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵, we use 𝑓 [𝑎 ↦→ 𝑏] to denote the

function 𝑔 : 𝐴 → 𝐵 given by 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑥) for 𝑥 ≠ 𝑎 and 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑏

otherwise. If 𝐶 ⊆ 𝐴, we use 𝑓 ↾ 𝐶 to denote the restriction of 𝑓 to

the domain𝐶 . For a logical condition 𝑏 over a set of variables𝑉 we

denote by ⟦𝑏⟧ the set of valuations that satisfy 𝑏. For an arithmetic

expression 𝑒 over variables 𝑉 , and a valuation 𝜙 for 𝑉 , we denote

by ⟦𝑒⟧𝜙 the value obtained by evaluating 𝑒 in 𝜙 .

Some general notions for rooted labelled directed graphs will

be useful going forward. We represent such a graph by a tuple

𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝑟, Σ, 𝐸), where 𝑉 is the set of nodes of the graph, 𝑟 ∈ 𝑉 is a

designated root node, Σ is the set of edge labels, and 𝐸 ⊆ 𝑉 × Σ×𝑉

is the set of labelled directed edges of the graph. Let𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝑟, Σ, 𝐸)
be a labelled directed graph. A path from node 𝑢 to 𝑣 is a finite

(possibly empty) sequence of connected edges in the graph, starting

at 𝑢 and ending at 𝑣 . The length of a path is the number of edges in

the path. Given a label 𝜎 ∈ Σ, we define the 𝜎-length of a path 𝜋

in 𝐺 to be the number of 𝜎-labelled edges in 𝜋 . We say a node𝑚

dominates another node 𝑛 in 𝐺 , denoted 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑚,𝑛), if every path

from the root node 𝑟 to 𝑛 passes through𝑚.

Let 𝑃 = (𝑉 , 𝐿,𝑇 ) be an EDP program. We define the semantics of

𝑃 as a labelled transition system S𝑃 = (𝑆, 𝑠0, 𝛿), where 𝑆 is the set

of states, 𝑠0 ∈ 𝑆 is the initial state, and 𝛿 is the transition relation,

as described below.

A state 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 is a tuple ⟨T , 𝑀𝑇 , 𝑀Q , 𝑀𝐿, 𝜙⟩, where

• T is a set of active threads (that are created but not termi-

nated),

• 𝑀𝑇 : T → (𝑇×Loc) associates with each active thread a task
and a location in the task, representing its current location.

Thus if𝑀𝑇 (th) = (𝑡, 𝑙), then we require that 𝑙 ∈ Loc𝑡 .

• 𝑀Q : T → 𝑇 ∗ associates with each thread a queue of tasks

(represented as a sequence of tasks),

• 𝑀𝐿 : 𝐿 ⇀ T is a partial map which associates with each

lock the thread (if any) that has acquired the lock, and
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• 𝜙 : 𝑉 → Z is a valuation for variables representing their

current value.

The initial state 𝑠𝑖𝑛 is ({main}, main ↦→ (m, entm), main ↦→ 𝜖,

undef , 𝜆𝑥 .0).
The transition relation 𝛿 describes the possible transitions be-

tween states, and captures the semantics of the program. Let

𝑠 = (T , 𝑀𝑇 , 𝑀Q , 𝑀𝐿, 𝜙) and 𝑠 ′ = (T ′, 𝑀 ′
𝑇
, 𝑀 ′

Q
, 𝑀 ′

𝐿
, 𝜙 ′) be two

states, and 𝜄 = (𝑙, 𝑐, 𝑙 ′) be an instruction in a task 𝑎, with 𝑙 ′ ≠ ext𝑎 .

Then we have (𝑠, 𝜄, 𝑠 ′) ∈ 𝛿 iff there exists a thread 𝑡 in T such that

𝑀𝑇 (𝑡) = (𝑎, 𝑙), and either:

• 𝑐 is the command skip, T ′
= T , 𝑀 ′

𝑇
= 𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)],

𝑀 ′
Q
= 𝑀Q ,𝑀

′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 , and 𝜙

′
= 𝜙 ; or

• 𝑐 is the command assume(𝑏), 𝜙 ∈ ⟦𝑏⟧, T ′
= T , 𝑀 ′

𝑇
=

𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)],𝑀 ′
Q
= 𝑀Q ,𝑀

′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 , and 𝜙

′
= 𝜙 ; or

• 𝑐 is the command 𝑥 := 𝑒 , T ′
= T , 𝑀 ′

𝑇
= 𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)],

𝑀 ′
Q
= 𝑀Q ,𝑀

′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 , and 𝜙

′
= 𝜙 [𝑥 ↦→ ⟦𝑒⟧𝜙 ]; or

• 𝑐 is the command stopth, T ′
= T − {𝑡}, 𝑀 ′

𝑇
= 𝑀𝑇 ↾ T

′,

𝑀 ′
Q
= 𝑀Q ↾T

′,𝑀 ′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 , and 𝜙

′
= 𝜙 ; or

• 𝑐 is the command th := create(), T ′
= T ∪ {tid} for some

tid ∉ T ,𝑀 ′
𝑇
= 𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)] [tid ↦→ (idle, entidle)],𝑀

′
Q
=

𝑀Q ∪ {tid ↦→ 𝜖},𝑀 ′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 , and 𝜙

′
= 𝜙 [th ↦→ tid]; or

• 𝑐 is the command join(th), 𝜙 (th) ∉ T , T ′
= T , 𝑀 ′

𝑇
=

𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)],𝑀 ′
Q
= 𝑀Q ,𝑀

′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 , and 𝜙

′
= 𝜙 ; or

• 𝑐 is the command post(th, 𝑏), 𝑡 ′ = 𝜙 (th), 𝑀𝑇 (𝑡
′) = (𝑡 ′′,−)

where 𝑡 ′′ ≠ idle, T ′
= T , 𝑀 ′

𝑇
= 𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)], 𝑀 ′

Q
=

𝑀Q [𝑡 ′ ↦→ (𝑀Q (𝑡
′) · 𝑏)],𝑀 ′

𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 , and 𝜙

′
= 𝜙 ; or

• 𝑐 is the command post(th, 𝑏), 𝑡 ′ = 𝜙 (th), 𝑀Q (𝑡
′) = 𝜖 ,

𝑀𝑇 (𝑡
′) = (idle,−), T ′

= T , 𝑀 ′
𝑇

= 𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)] [𝑡 ′ ↦→
(𝑏, ent𝑏 )],𝑀

′
Q
= 𝑀Q ,𝑀

′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 , and 𝜙

′
= 𝜙 ; or

• 𝑐 is the command lock(𝑘), 𝑀𝐿 (𝑘) is undefined, T
′
= T ,

𝑀 ′
𝑇
= 𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)], 𝑀 ′

Q
= 𝑀Q , 𝑀

′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 [𝑘 ↦→ 𝑡], and

𝜙 ′
= 𝜙 ; or

• 𝑐 is the command unlock(𝑘), 𝑀𝐿 (𝑘) = 𝑡 , T ′
= T , 𝑀 ′

𝑇
=

𝑀𝑇 [𝑡 ↦→ (𝑎, 𝑙 ′)],𝑀 ′
Q
= 𝑀Q ,𝑀

′
𝐿
= 𝑀𝐿 − {(𝑘, 𝑡)}, and 𝜙 ′

= 𝜙 .

For the case when 𝑙 ′ = ext𝑎 , the rules are similar, except that the

thread 𝑡 now switches to (𝑏, ent𝑏 ) when 𝑡 ’s queue is non-empty

and 𝑏 is the task at the head of 𝑡 ’s queue; when 𝑡 ’s queue is empty,

𝑡 will now point to (idle, entidle).
An execution of an event driven program 𝑃 is a finite sequence of

transitions 𝜌 = 𝜏1, . . . , 𝜏𝑛 (𝑛 ≥ 1) of S𝑃 , such that there exists a se-

quence of states 𝑠0, . . . , 𝑠𝑛 ofS𝑃 , with each 𝜏𝑖 of the form (𝑠𝑖−1, 𝜄𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 )
for some 𝜄𝑖 , and 𝑠0 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 . The sequence of instructions executed in

𝜌 is 𝜄1, . . . , 𝜄𝑛 .

It is convenient to visualize an execution of an EDP program as

a sequence of instructions (or statements), with time going down-

wards and a column for each thread, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that

there may be multiple instances of a task that execute in the same or

different threads in an execution. In the example execution of Fig. 2

the task count has three instances, two in the main thread and one

in the child thread. However, each instance (except possibly the

last one on a thread) runs to completion in that once the instance is

executing on a thread, it is not switched out from the thread until it

completes by reaching its exit location. If we project an execution to

a single thread th it will look like a sequence of initial and complete

task m: task count: task prod:

1. n := 0; 8. n := n + x; 10. x := x + 1;

2. x := 0; 9. x := 0; 11. post(child, count);

3. post(main, count);

4. child := create();

5. post(child, prod);

6. x := x + 1;

7. post(main, count);

main

count

count

count

count

x := x + 1;

n := n + x;

x := 0;

child

count

prod

prod

count

x := 0;

n := n + x;

x := 0;

n := n + x;

x := x + 1;

child := create()

post(main,count);

x := 0;

n := 0;

post(child,prod);

post(main,count);

post(child,count);

m

Figure 2: Example EDP program 𝑃1 and one of its executions

execution paths (except possibly for the last one which may only

be initial) through the CFGs of the different tasks.

We close this section with a notion related to task CFGs. Let

𝑃 = (𝑉 , 𝐿,𝑇 ) be an EDP program, and let 𝑎 be a task in 𝑇 . Let

𝜄 ′ = (𝑙, 𝑐, 𝑙 ′) and 𝜄 = (𝑚,𝑐,𝑚′) be instructions in Inst𝑎 . We say

instruction 𝜄 ′ = (𝑙, 𝑐, 𝑙 ′) may follow instruction 𝜄 if there is a path

from𝑚′ to 𝑙 in 𝐺𝑎 .

4 TASK POST GRAPH

In this section we introduce the Task Post Graph (TPG) structure for

an event-driven program. This structure will help us in identifying

executes-before pairs in an EDP program in a structural manner.

The TPG of an EDP program 𝑃 contains information about task

𝑎 possibly posting task 𝑏 to a thread th, represented by an edge

in the graph from 𝑎 to 𝑏 labelled th. Note however that tasks may

be posted to łconcretež threads created dynamically during the

execution of 𝑃 . To use a static label for the post edges, we make

use of the notion of abstract threads. We associate all the threads

created at a particular create statement in the program with an

łabstractž thread corresponding to that statement. For convenience

we assume that in an EDP program a thread variable is assigned

at only one statement, and we use the thread variable as the name

of the abstract thread associated with that create statement. We

note that a create statement in 𝑃 may be executed multiple times

during an execution of 𝑃 , as it may be in a loop in a task, or it may
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task m:

1. child1 := create();

2. post(child1, a);

3. post(main, b);

4. while (*)

5. child2 := create();

task a:

10. child3 := create();

task b:

20: post(main, a);

𝑚

𝑎 𝑏

𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑1 main

main

𝑠

main

Figure 3: Illustrating abstract threads: Prog 𝑃2 and its TPG

be in a task that is posted multiple times during the execution of 𝑃 .

We say an abstract thread is unique if it corresponds to exactly one

concrete thread. For convenience we call such an abstract thread a

unique thread.

To illustrate these notions, consider the example program 𝑃2 of

Fig. 3. There are four abstract threads: child1, child2, child3, and the

implicitly created threadmain. The abstract threadsmain and child1

are unique. The abstract threads child2 and child3 due to lines 5

and 10, respectively, are not unique: multiple concrete threads cor-

responding to child2 are created in a loop, while child3 is created

in a task (namely 𝑎) that is posted multiple times (lines 2 and 20).

Let 𝑃 = (𝑉 , 𝐿,𝑇 ) be an EDP program. The task post graph (TPG)

induced by 𝑃 , denoted TPG𝑃 , is a labelled directed graph (𝑁, 𝐸)
where 𝑁 = 𝑇 ∪ {𝑠} is the set of vertices of the graph corresponding

to the tasks of 𝑃 and a łdummyž initial vertex 𝑠 , and 𝐸 is the set

of labelled edges of the form (𝑎, th, 𝑏) such that task 𝑎 contains a

post of task 𝑏 to the abstract thread th in 𝑃 . We also add the edge

(𝑠,main,m) in 𝐸 to denote the implicit posting of the main task m

to the main thread. The TPG for the program 𝑃2 in Fig. 3 is shown

to the right in Fig. 3. To avoid clutter, we henceforth leave out the

dummy node 𝑠 from the diagrammatic representation of the TPG.

Next we define a few notions related to the task post graph

that will be useful in the sequel. The łinstance post treež corre-

sponding to an execution of an EDP program depicts the differ-

ent task instances that were created during the execution and the

order in which one instance posted other task instances to (ab-

stract) threads. More formally, let 𝑃 = (𝑉 , 𝐿,𝑇 ) be an EDP pro-

gram, and let 𝜌 be an execution of 𝑃 . The instance post tree corre-

sponding to 𝜌 , denoted IPT𝜌 , is a rooted directed ordered tree with

nodes corresponding to task instances in 𝜌 , the first instance of

m as the root, and labelled edges (𝑖, th, 𝑗) whenever task instance

count prod

m

main

count

main mainchild

child

count

𝑖 posts task instance 𝑗 to the abstract

thread th. Moreover for each instance 𝑖

the children of 𝑖 are ordered according

to the order in which they were posted

in 𝑖 . The figure alongside shows the in-

stance post tree corresponding to the

execution of Fig. 2, with the children

of a node being ordered from left to

right (the blue arc also indicates this).

We note that every path in the instance post tree of an execution

𝜌 of 𝑃 is also a path in TPG𝑃 (essentially the tree IPT𝜌 embeds

homomorphically into TPG𝑃 ).

We say that an edge from task 𝑎 to task 𝑏 labelled th in TPG𝑃

is a unique post edge if there is exactly one post(th, 𝑏) statement

in 𝑎, and that statement is not in a loop. It is easy to see that if

(𝑎, th, 𝑏) is a unique post edge, then any instance of 𝑎 can post at

most one instance of 𝑏 to thread th. We say that a task 𝑎 in 𝑃 is

unique if every execution of 𝑃 contains at most one instance of 𝑎.

A sufficient condition on TPG𝑃 that ensures that task 𝑎 is unique is

that there should be a unique path from m to 𝑎, and all edges along

this path should be unique post edges (in the sequel we will refer

to this condition as ła unique path of unique postsž). To see that

the condition is indeed sufficient, suppose we had two instances of

𝑎 in an execution 𝜌 of 𝑃 , and consider the instance post tree IPT𝜌

of 𝜌 . Consider the two paths 𝜋 and 𝜋 ′ from m to the two instances

of 𝑎 in this tree, and let 𝑥 be the lowest common ancestor of the

two instances of 𝑎 along these paths. Let 𝑥 be an instance of task

𝑏. Let 𝑦 and 𝑦′ be the two children of 𝑥 along the paths 𝜋 and 𝜋 ′

respectively. If 𝑦 and 𝑦′ are instances of different tasks, then we

do not have a unique path from 𝑚 to 𝑎 in TPG𝑃 . If 𝑦 and 𝑦′ are

instances of the same task say 𝑐 , then the (𝑏, th, 𝑐) edge in TPG𝑃

cannot be a unique post edge.

Finally, let 𝜋 and 𝜋 ′ be two paths in the TPG of a program 𝑃 .

We say 𝜋 is ordered-before 𝜋 ′ if 𝜋 = 𝜋1 · (𝑥, th, 𝑦) · 𝜋2 and 𝜋 ′
=

𝜋1 · (𝑥, th
′, 𝑧) · 𝜋 ′

2 for some paths 𝜋1, 𝜋2, and 𝜋
′
2, threads th and th′,

and tasks 𝑥 , 𝑦 and 𝑧, such that 𝑦 ≠ 𝑧, 𝜋2 and 𝜋 ′
2 have no node in

common, and each post of task 𝑦 dominates all posts of task 𝑧 in

the CFG of task 𝑥 .

5 EXECUTES-BEFORE

Let 𝑃 be an EDP program, and let 𝑎 and 𝑐 be tasks in 𝑃 . We say task 𝑎

executes before task 𝑐 in 𝑃 , if in every execution 𝜌 of 𝑃 , every instance

of 𝑎 completes execution before any instance of 𝑐 begins execution

in 𝜌 . More precisely, suppose 𝜌 contains the entry instruction of an

instance of 𝑐 at position 𝑗 and the entry instruction of an instance

of 𝑎 at position 𝑖; then 𝑖 < 𝑗 and there exists a position 𝑘 with

𝑖 < 𝑘 < 𝑗 , such that the instance of 𝑎 executes its exit instruction

at position 𝑘 .

We describe several sufficient conditions on an EDP program

and its TPG, which will ensure that a task executes before another.

Let 𝑃 = (𝑉 , 𝐿,𝑇 ) be an EDP program, and 𝑎 and 𝑐 two distinct tasks

in𝑇 . Each condition on TPG𝑃 below aims to ensure that 𝑎 executes

before 𝑐 . Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate these conditions. In the figures, an

arc arrow across path 𝜋 and 𝜋 ′ indicates that 𝜋 is ordered-before

𝜋 ′.

(C1) This condition is illustrated in Fig. 4(C1)(a). There is a task

𝑥 which is posted to a unique thread th, and a number 𝑑 ≥ 0

such that:

(1) There is a unique path of unique posts from m to 𝑥 ;

(2) All paths from m to 𝑎 and m to 𝑐 pass through 𝑥 ;

(3) Each path from 𝑥 to 𝑎 is labelled th and has length at most

𝑑 ; and

(4) Every path from 𝑥 to 𝑐 has th-length at least 𝑑 + 1.

Fig. 4(C1)(b) shows the special case of this condition when

𝑑 = 0 and 𝑎 = 𝑥 .

(C2) This condition is illustrated in Fig. 4(C2). There is a task 𝑥 , a

unique thread th, and a number 𝑑 ≥ 1, such that:

(1) There is a unique path of unique posts from m to 𝑥 ;
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(C3)

Unique
postsposts

UniqueUnique
posts

Unique
posts

(C1)(b)(C1)(a) (C2)

main

m

𝑎

𝑐

th

𝑥

th th

𝑏

𝑎 𝑐

th-len ≥ 𝑑
len 𝑑

th

𝑥

main

m

th′

th-len ≥ 1

main

m

𝑎

𝑐

th

th-len≥ 𝑑 + 1

𝑐
𝑎

th

𝑥

main

m

th

len ≤ 𝑑

Figure 4: Illustrating sufficient conditions (C1)ś(C3) on the TPG of a program, for 𝑎 to execute before 𝑐.

(C2) (C3)(C1)(a)

m
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𝑒
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𝑐
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𝑥
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𝑑
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𝑒

𝑓

𝑔

𝑎
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main
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main

𝑎
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𝑏

−

𝑐

−

th

−

𝑑

Figure 5: Example TPGs of programs satisfying conditions

(C1)ś(C3). In each case task 𝑎 executes before 𝑐.

(2) All paths from m to 𝑎 and m to 𝑐 pass through 𝑥 ;

(3) There is a unique path 𝜋 of unique posts of length 𝑑 from

𝑥 to 𝑎, with all edges labelled th; and

(4) For every path 𝜋 ′ from 𝑥 to 𝑐 , 𝜋 ′ is ordered after the path

𝜋 from 𝑥 to 𝑎; and the th-length of 𝜋 ′ is at least 𝑑 .

(C3) This condition is illustrated in Fig. 4(C3). There is a task 𝑥

and a unique thread th such that:

(1) There is a unique path of unique posts from m to 𝑥 ;

(2) 𝑥 posts task 𝑎 onto th via a unique post, and is the only

task to post 𝑎;

(3) For every child 𝑏 of 𝑥 other than 𝑎, the path from m to 𝑎

should be ordered-before a path from m to 𝑏;

(4) All paths from m to 𝑐 pass through 𝑥 ; and

(5) Task 𝑐 is always posted to the thread th.

Fig. 5 shows the TPGs of some EDP programs that satisfy the

conditions (C1)ś(C3) respectively. The edge label ł-ž indicates that

(I1)

EB

EB

EB

EB

EB

(I3)

EB

(I2)

EB

EB

EB

Unique path of
unique posts

𝑎 𝑑 𝑒

𝑐

− −

𝑎

𝑑

𝑐𝑎 𝑑 𝑒

𝑐

− −

th

m

th

Figure 6: Illustrating executes-before inference rules (I1),

(I2) and (I3). Dark edges are inferred by the rules.

the thread does not matter. In each case the task 𝑎 can be seen to

execute before task 𝑐 .

Next we define some ways of inferring executes-before pairs

from an initial set of such pairs in 𝑃 .

(I1) If a task 𝑎 executes before every parent 𝑑 of a task 𝑐 in TPG𝑃 ,

then 𝑎 must execute before 𝑐 . (See Fig. 6(I1)).

(I2) If tasks 𝑎 and 𝑐 are such that there is a unique path of unique

posts from m to 𝑎 in TPG𝑃 , 𝑎 is posted to a unique thread

th, 𝑎 posts 𝑐 to th, and 𝑎 executes before every parent of 𝑐

that is different from 𝑎; then 𝑎 must execute before 𝑐 . (See

Fig. 6(I2)).

(I3) If tasks𝑎,𝑑 , and 𝑐 are such that𝑎 executes before𝑑 ,𝑑 executes

before 𝑐 , and 𝑑 dominates 𝑐 in TPG𝑃 ; then 𝑎 must execute

before 𝑐 . (See Fig. 6(I3)).

We can now give a simple saturation algorithm (Alg. 1), to com-

pute a sound set of executes-before pairs.

Theorem 5.1. The set EB returned by Alg. 1 for an EDP program

𝑃 is sound in that if (𝑎, 𝑐) ∈ EB then 𝑎 executes before 𝑐 in 𝑃 . □

For a detailed proof of the theorem see [15]. As an illustration of

the argument, we argue why 𝑎 must execute before 𝑐 in a program
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Algorithm 1: Compute EB pairs

Data: EDP Program P

Result: Set EB of executes-before pairs

EB := ∅;

Add pairs (𝑎, 𝑐) to EB based on conditions (C1)ś(C3);

while ∃ a new pair (𝑎, 𝑐) that can be inferred by rules (I1)ś(I3)

do

EB := EB ∪ {(𝑎, 𝑐)};

end

return EB;

𝑃 with a TPG shown in Fig. 5(C1(a)). Assuming that th is a unique

thread andmmakes a unique post of 𝑥 to th, the program 𝑃 satisfies

condition (C1). Now consider an execution 𝜌 of 𝑃 which contains

an instance 𝑛𝑎 of 𝑎 and an instance 𝑛𝑐 of 𝑐 . We will argue that the

intance 𝑛𝑎 must finish execution before 𝑛𝑐 can begin execution. We

note that there must be a unique instance of 𝑥 in 𝜌 , say 𝑛𝑥 . Now

𝑛𝑎 may have been posted by 𝑛𝑥 directly or by an instance 𝑛𝑑 of

task 𝑑 that was posted by 𝑛𝑥 . Let us consider the more interesting

latter case. The instance 𝑛𝑐 must have been posted by an instance

𝑛𝑔 of 𝑔, which in turn was posted by an instance 𝑛𝑓 of 𝑓 , which in

turn was posted by an instance 𝑛𝑒 of 𝑒 . The basic observation is

that 𝑛𝑑 (which is at a th-distance of 1 from 𝑥 ) must be posted to th

before 𝑛𝑔 (which is a th-distance of 2 from 𝑥 ). This holds regardless

of whether 𝑛𝑥 posted 𝑛𝑑 before 𝑛𝑒 or not. It then follows that 𝑛𝑎
will be posted to th by 𝑛𝑑 before 𝑛𝑔 executes on th; and hence 𝑛𝑎
must complete execution before 𝑛𝑐 can begin execution.

6 DATA RACES AND MHP

Let us fix an EDP program 𝑃 = (𝑉 , 𝐿,𝑇 ). Consider two tasks 𝑎 and

𝑏 in 𝑇 (𝑎 and 𝑏 could be the same task), and two non-empty paths

𝜋 and 𝜋 ′ in 𝐺𝑎 and 𝐺𝑏 respectively. We say 𝜋 and 𝜋 ′ may happen

in parallel in 𝑃 if there is an execution 𝜌 of 𝑃 , and two instances

of 𝑎 and 𝑏 in 𝜌 , in which the execution follows paths 𝜋 and 𝜋 ′ in 𝑎

and 𝑏 respectively, such that the paths 𝜋 and 𝜋 ′ interleave (that is,

either 𝜋 ′ begins after 𝜋 has begun but not yet ended; or vice-versa).

We now define when two statements 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 (corresponding,

say, to instructions 𝜄1 = (𝑙1, 𝑐1, 𝑙
′
1) and 𝜄2 = (𝑙2, 𝑐2, 𝑙

′
2)) in tasks 𝑎 and

𝑏 in 𝑃 respectively, łmay happen in parallel.ž Consider the program

𝑃 ′ obtained from 𝑃 by enclosing the statements 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 in skip

statements. More formally, we obtain 𝑃 ′ by replacing the instruction

𝜄1 by the sequence of instructions (𝑙1, skip,𝑚1), (𝑚1, 𝑐1,𝑚
′
1), and

(𝑚′
1, skip, 𝑙

′
1), where 𝑚1 and 𝑚′

1 are new locations in Loc𝑎 ; and

similarly for 𝜄2. Let 𝜋1 be the path 𝑙1
skip
→ 𝑚1

𝑐1
→ 𝑚′

1

skip
→ 𝑙 ′1 in

𝐺𝑎′ , and similarly 𝜋2 in 𝐺𝑏′ . We now say 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 may happen in

parallel in 𝑃 , if the paths 𝜋1 and 𝜋2 may happen in parallel in the

program 𝑃 ′. In the example program of Fig. 2, statements in lines 6

and 10 may happen in parallel, whereas statements in lines 2 and

10 cannot happen in parallel.

Two statements are called conflicting accesses if they are read-

/write accesses to the same variable, at least one of them is a write,

and the two statements may run on different threads. We say two

statements 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 in 𝑃 are involved in a data race (or are simply

racy) if they are conflicting accesses that may happen in parallel.

Thus, the statements 6 and 10 in the example program of Fig. 2 are

racy, but statements 2 and 10 are not. Similarly, statement 8 races

with itself, while statement 10 does not.

Finally, we define what it means for a łblockž of code to happen

in parallel with another. A block of code in 𝑃 is specified by a

pair (𝑙, 𝑋 ), where for some task 𝑎 in 𝑃 , 𝑙 is a location in Loc𝑎 and

𝑋 ⊆ Loc𝑎 is a subset of locations reachable from 𝑙 . An initial path

in a block 𝐵 = (𝑙, 𝑋 ) of a task 𝑎 in 𝑃 , is a non-empty path in𝐺𝑎 that

begins at 𝑙 and stays within the set of locations 𝑋 , except possibly

for the last location in the path. We say a statement 𝑠 = (𝑚,𝑐,𝑚′)
in 𝑃 belongs to block 𝐵 = (𝑙, 𝑋 ) if𝑚 belongs to the set 𝑋 . We say

two blocks 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 of 𝑃 may happen in parallel if there are two

initial paths 𝜋1 in 𝐵1 and 𝜋2 in 𝐵2, which may happen in parallel

with each other. Otherwise, we say 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are disjoint. In the

example program of Fig. 2, 𝐵1 = (1, {1, 2}) and 𝐵2 = (10, {10, 11})
are blocks in tasks m and prod, respectively. The two blocks can be

seen to be disjoint. We observe that if 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 are statements in

two blocks 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 respectively in 𝑃 , and 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are disjoint

with each other, then it follows that 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 cannot happen in

parallel.

We now present four rules to identify pairs of disjoint blocks in

an EDP program. The first two are based on the executes-before

order in the program, while the last two based on fork/join and

locks are more standard. Let us fix an EDP program 𝑃 = (𝑉 , 𝐿,𝑇 )
and let 𝑎 and 𝑏 be two tasks in 𝑇 . The rules below tell us when 𝑎

(or a part of it) is disjoint from 𝑏.

• (Rule 1, łFirst-To-Postž) If 𝑎 is a unique task, 𝑎 posts 𝑏,

and 𝑎 executes before every other parent 𝑑 of 𝑏; then the

blocks (ent𝑎, 𝑋 ) and 𝑏 are disjoint, where 𝑋 = Loc𝑎 \ {𝑛 ∈
Loc𝑎 | 𝑛 may follow a post of 𝑏 in 𝑎}.

• (Rule 2, łExecutes-Beforež) If 𝑎 executes before 𝑏, then 𝑎 and

𝑏 are disjoint.

• (Rule 3, łJoinž) If 𝑎 has a join(th′) statement such that th′

corresponds to a unique abstract thread, and 𝑏 is posted only

to th′; Then the block 𝐵 comprising statements dominated

by the join statement in 𝑎, is disjoint with the task 𝑏.

• (Rule 4, łLockž) If 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are blocks enclosed in lock(𝑙)-

unlock(𝑙) statements, for some lock 𝑙 ; then 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are

disjoint.

Theorem 6.1. The rules 1ś4 are sound in that if any EDP program

𝑃 satisfies the premise of one of the rules, the identified blocks are

indeed disjoint in 𝑃 .

Proof. The soundness of Rules 3 and 4 are standard. To see that

Rule 1 is sound, suppose tasks 𝑎 and 𝑏 in 𝑃 satisfy the conditions of

the rule. Consider an execution 𝜌 of 𝑃 in which there is an instance

of task 𝑎 and an instance of task 𝑏. Now there can only be one

instance of 𝑎 in 𝜌 since 𝑎 is a unique task. If the instance of 𝑏 was

posted by some other parent 𝑐 of 𝑏, then since 𝑎 executes before 𝑐 ,

it must have finished execution before 𝑏 begins, and hence must

be non-overlapping with 𝑏. On the other hand, if the instance of 𝑏

was posted by the (unique) instance of 𝑎, then clearly no part of the

statements in the block (ent𝑎, 𝑋 ) can overlap with statements of 𝑏.

This completes the soundness of Rule 1. The soundness of Rule 2

(Executes-Before) is immediate. □
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Alg. 2 shows our algorithm to detect races in EDP programs. We

say that the pair of blocks (𝐵, 𝐵′) covers a pair of statements (𝑠, 𝑠 ′)
in a program 𝑃 , if either 𝑠 belongs to 𝐵 and 𝑠 ′ belongs to 𝐵′ or vice

versa.

Algorithm 2: Race Detection

Data: EDP Program P

Result: Set PR of potential races

Find the set CA of conflicting accesses in P ;

PR := CA;

foreach conflicting access pair (𝑠1, 𝑠2) in PR do
if there are disjoint blocks 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 which cover (𝑠1, 𝑠2)
then

PR := PR − {(𝑠1, 𝑠2)}; // (𝑠1, 𝑠2) is non-racy;

end

end

return PR;

As another application of our EB-based disjoint block rules, con-

sider the problem of identifying redundant synchronization blocks

in an EDP prgram. We say that a block of code enclosed in lock-

unlock statements is a redundant synchronization if the block does

not contain a statement that may happen in parallel with a con-

flicting access. Synchronization blocks usually have significant

performance overheads, and locks that are provably redundant can

safely be eliminated from the program. We can compute a conserva-

tive set of redundant synchronizations as follows. We first find the

set of conflicting accesses in the program, and eliminate all pairs

covered by the disjoint block rules (1ś3) (i.e. all rules except the

lock rule). Let the resulting set of conflicting accesses be 𝑆 . Now

for each synchronization block 𝐵 we check whether 𝐵 contains an

access that is part of a pair in 𝑆 ; if not, we say 𝐵 is redundant.

7 ANDROID APPS AS EDP PROGRAMS

An Android application (or app) is built using one or more of An-

droid’s four core components ś activity, service, content provider,

and broadcast receiver. An activity is a component that provides

a UI with which users can interact. An activity undergoes a se-

quence of state transitions that permits it to interact with the user.

These state transitions are triggered by lifecycle callbacks such

as onCreate, onStart, onResume, onPause, onStop, onRestart,

and onDestroy. These callbacks run on the main thread. The

ActivityManagerService, a part of the Android system, controls

the order in which the activity callbacks are executed. Android also

provides ways for executing user events (UI tasks) and background

operations in threads other than the main thread. In this section,

we model the activity component of Android and the background

processing.

Modeling an activity.An Android application can be viewed as an

event driven programwith the activity callbacks running as tasks on

themain thread. The sysTask running on the system thread models

ActivityManagerService and it controls the order of callbacks

running on the main thread. A task in our model corresponds to

the callbacks listed above. UI tasks (like onClick) are modeled as

EDP tasks that execute on themain thread. These tasks are enabled

sysTask:

1. post(main, onCreate);

2. L1: post(main, onStart);

3. L2: post(main, onResume);

4. while(*)

5. post(main, onClick);

6. post(main, onPause);

7. if (*)

8. goto L2;

9. else {

10. post(main, onStop);

11. if (*) {

12. post(main, onRestart);

13. goto L1;

14. }

15. else

16. post(main, onDestroy);

17. }

Figure 7: sysTask as an EDP task

for execution after the onResume task. Fig. 7 shows the sysTask as

an EDP task that posts the lifecycle tasks and an onClick UI task

in the expected order.

Android provides the AsyncTask feature that allows to run in-

structions in the background and report results from the back-

ground thread to the main thread. We model an AsyncTask as

having three tasks namely doInBackground, onProgressUpdate

and onPostExecute. The doInBackground task which does back-

ground processing runs on a new thread, while onProgressUpdate

which passes results of the background processing runs on the

main thread, and onPostExecute which does clean up operations

after the background processing finishes, runs on the main thread.

8 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the recall of EB conditions (in Sec. 5)

in retrieving executes-before pairs. We also assess the usefulness

of these conditions in downstream applications of race detection

and redundant synchronization detection. We present the tool An-

dRacer, that statically analyzes Android apps to compute EB pairs,

data races, and redundant synchronizations. We first describe the

tool implementation, followed evaluation on several Android apps.

8.1 Tool Implementation

AndRacer takes an application package (as a .apk file) as input and

outputs a set of pairs of accesses that may be involved in a data

race. A schematic representation of the tool is shown in Fig. 8. The

tool has four components: (1) TPG Builder that constructs the TPG

of the input app, (2) EB Generator that computes pairs of tasks that

are executes-before related, (3) CA Generator that computes the list

of conflicting access pairs, and (4) Rule Checker which applies the

disjoint block rules to eliminate non-racy conflicting access pairs

and to list redundant synchronizations.

TPG Builder. The TPG Builder relies on having an entry method

for the application. The tool uses the FlowDroid framework [2] to

translate an application to one having an entry class, DummyMain,

with an entry method dummyMain. The dummyMain method posts

all the life-cycle callbacks of the Android components. We assume

a single run-time instance for a component. The TPG Builder first

finds the nodes in the TPG which essentially are the tasks. It then
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Figure 8: Schematic of AndRacer tool

collects the callbacks using FlowDroid. The post statement de-

termines an edge, in the TPG, from the task that has the state-

ment to the task being posted. The TPG Builder recognizes meth-

ods like Handler.post, Thread.start, Timer.schedule, and

AsyncTask.execute as post statements. Each edge has attributes

like the abstract thread for the post, uniqueness of the abstract

thread, uniqueness of the post, and the order of the post. A post

is determined to be non-unique if it appears inside a loop or in

different locations. Finally, the order of posts made by a task is

determined by the order it which it appears in the CFG of the task.

EB Generator. This component implements Alg. 1 to soundly

compute the executes-before relation between all possible callback

pairs in a given app.

CA Generator. The CA Generator collects the set of accesses to

shared variables and marks whether they are read or write. For

each callback pair that may be posted to different threads (which is

inferred from the labels of incoming edges to the callbacks in the

TPG) and for each pair of shared accesses in the callback pair, the

CA Generator checks whether the pair of accesses conflict. If so,

the access pair is marked as conflicting. The tool uses the points-

to analysis computed by the context- and flow-insensitive Spark

framework [10], to decide on the access pairs.

Rule Checker.Given a list of conflicting access pairs in the app and

the TPG for the app, this component applies the disjoint block rules

described in Sec. 6 to eliminate conflicting access pairs that cannot

happen in parallel. This component also applies the procedure

described in Sec. 6 to compute redundant synchronization blocks.

8.2 Evaluation

Benchmarks. We ran our tool on the latest versions of 19 real

world Android applications to demonstrate the usefulness of the

executes-before rules. The first part of Table 2 summarizes the

features of the applications which are taken from various domains

like finance, health, security, and education. Only applications with

multiple threads were selected for the experiments and the column

łThdsž shows the number of threads in each application and the

łTasksž column gives the number of tasks.

Results. We conducted the experiments on an Intel Xeon W-2295

CPU with 256GB RAM running Ubuntu 20.04 LTS. The second part

of Table 2 shows the recall of the executes-before (EB) conditions

in computing executes-before pairs, when we ran AndRacer on

the apps. The łAR-EBž column gives the number of executes-before

pairs computed by the tool while the łMan-EBž column gives the

number of executes-before pairs found on manual inspection. The

manual inspection was done on a subset of Android components,

mostly activities. The łRecall%ž column gives the fraction of the

manual pairs identified by the tool (manual pairs identified by

the tool divided by total manual pairs) as a percentage. The łTimež

column gives the time taken (in seconds) by the tool for the executes-

before analysis.

Our tool performed well with an average recall of 97%, demon-

strating that our executes-before conditions are fairly comprehen-

sive in identifying executes-before pairs in practice. In fact most of

the missed EB pairs were either due to the imprecise flow sensitive

analysis of Spark or callbacks missed by FlowDroid, rather than

the inadequacy of the rules.

Table 2: Benchmark features and recall

Features Recall

App KLoC Thds Tasks AR-EB Man-EB Recall% Time (s)

ChildMon 1.0 3 34 44 45 97.7 0.05

Aard2 4.9 7 88 74 74 100.0 0.31

Dns66 4.9 7 47 22 22 100.0 0.10

CharReco 6.5 5 25 15 15 100.0 0.05

A2DPVol 6.8 9 113 148 158 94.0 0.42

ASetu 8.2 3 61 82 38 100.0 0.11

KPDroid 18.1 5 79 77 83 93.0 0.21

OpenApk 2.1 5 34 25 28 89.0 0.05

DeskCon 3.1 13 64 71 37 100.0 0.11

ClipStk 3.9 5 146 119 40 100.0 2.14

CresCash 5.3 13 165 130 42 100.0 0.91

BitCoinPr 7.0 13 115 38 22 100.0 0.20

OSMon 14.2 4 68 14 14 100.0 0.03

AnyMemo 23.3 14 251 175 81 95.0 0.52

Mileage 44.5 12 109 54 58 93.0 0.18

AntPod 54.5 11 458 310 151 97.3 3.47

OwnCloud 56.0 14 390 222 136 100.0 1.13

k9mail 76.1 6 296 138 20 100.0. 1.11

Fbreader 76.5 20 285 344 120 97.5 2.85

We further evaluated the recall of executes-before pairs of our

tool by comparing it with that of ERCatcher [17]. Table 3 shows the

executes-before pairs detected by AndRacer and ERCatcher [17]

on a set of microbenchmarks called łBenchdroidž [16], designed

by the authors of ERCatcher. The łApp Groupsž column lists the

application group based on the usage of Android constructs. The

number of apps in a group is listed in the ł#Appsž column. The łMan-

EBž column lists the actual executes-before pairs in these programs

that we found by manual inspection. The łER-EBž column gives

the number of executes-before pairs detected by ERCatcher (we

disregard the unsound pairs reported by ERCatcher) while łAR-EBž

gives the number detected by AndRacer. Our tool has a total recall

of 94.8% in comparison with ERCatcher’s recall of 67.2%.

Next we evaluated the usefulness of the executes-before anal-

ysis of our tool in a couple of downstream applications, namely

race detection and redundant synchronization detection, on our

original set of benchmarks. Table 4 shows the results of our tool

on these apps. The łCAž column shows the number of conflicting

accesses detected. The table is further structured to evaluate three

main features of the tool: the effectiveness of the EB relations in

eliminating CA pairs as non-racy (łEB usefulnessž); the precision in
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Table 3: Comparison with ERCatcher

App Groups #Apps Man-EB ER-EB AR-EB

AsyncTask 6 22 13 22

Lifecycle 4 30 29 30

Looper 3 9 9 8

Executor 2 5 0 5

Singleactivity 8 40 18 35

Thread 2 7 7 7

Timertask 2 3 2 3

detecting actual races (łRace statisticsž); and the usefulness in de-

tecting redundant synchronizations (łRedn. Sync.ž). The łSynž and

łEBž columns give the number of CA pairs eliminated as non-racy

due to the use of synchronizations and executes-before relation,

respectively. Note that some pairs can be eliminated by both. The

łSEBž column gives the number of CA pairs eliminated solely due

to the executes-before relation. Moving on to race statistics, the

łPRž column gives the number of CA pairs flagged as potentially

racy by the tool and łARž is a conservative count of actual races

found by manual inspection. Due to the complex control flow, we

were not able to inspect some of the apps for actual races. The top

section of the table gives AR values for those apps which we could

manually analyze. The time taken by the tool to report races (in sec)

is given under the łT (s)ž column. Finally, the łRSBž column gives

the number of redundant synchronizations detected by our tool

and the number in parenthesis is the number of synchronizations

used in the apps. The łT (s)ž column here is the time taken (in sec)

to report the redundant synchronizations.

Table 4: Data Races reported by AndRacer

EB Usefulness Race Statistics Redn. Sync.

App CA Syn EB SEB PR AR T (s) RSB T (s)

ChildMon 22 0 10 10 12 12 2.3 0 (0) 2.2

Aard2 31 5 6 6 20 6 21.1 4 (6) 21.1

Dns66 51 21 22 3 27 0 11.4 5 (7) 11.4

CharReco 43 0 30 30 13 13 2.7 0 (0) 2.7

A2DPVol 47 0 17 17 30 30 7.6 0 (0) 7.3

ASetu 8 0 2 2 6 6 70.0 0 (0) 69.0

KPDroid 49 45 14 2 2 0 20.0 0 (1) 19.9

OpenApk 693 0 148 148 545 9+ 9.1 0 (0) 9.0

DeskCon 122 0 29 29 93 21+ 7.5 0 (0) 7.5

BitCoinPr 156 0 57 57 99 35+ 17.7 0 (0) 17.5

AnyMemo 3602 98 96 96 3408 115+ 27.6 3 (5) 27.4

Mileage 2592 225 951 909 1458 475+ 5.5 0 (1) 5.7

OwnCloud 6130 15 73 62 6053 1464+ 78.9 5 (6) 77.5

Fbreader 226 0 156 156 70 37+ 29.3 44 (50) 29.2

ClipStk 371 269 1 1 101 10.6 4 (17) 10.7

CresCash 6058 0 5794 5794 264 72.5 0 (0) 70.6

OSMon 3911 0 221 221 3690 4.8 0 (0) 4.9

AntPod 2193 338 383 383 1472 157.8 50 (57) 148.3

k9mail 5146 4948 2 2 196 97.9 26 (36) 97.8

Discussion. We note that our tool is able to filter out a large part

of the conflicting access pairs as non-racy (on the average of 45.3%

of CAs are eliminated). The proposed EB based rules were found

to be useful in eliminating CA pairs, as on an average, 57% of CA

pairs eliminated were solely due to the EB rules. It is worth noting

that the EB rules were soley responsible all CA pairs eliminated in

the CresCash app which had well over 6000 CAs. The figures for

the CharReco app are similarly encouraging.

Our tool is fairly precise in that only few of false positives are

reported. One of the reasons for imprecision in race detection is due

to the imprecision in Spark’s points-to analysis. Another reason

is that the tool considers that multiple instances of a task to be

represented by one łabstractž task. There are several scenarios in

the apps where multiple components post the same task. Since none

of the rules apply, this leads to some false positives. Despite these,

the average precision of our tool is around 43%.

We note that the actual races we report may not be łharmfulž

ones, in that they may not lead to atomicity violations (for exam-

ple the conflicting accesses may be on an integer type and the

statements involved may correspond to single-step accesses). In an

effort to identify potentially harmful races, we analysed one of the

apps, Antpod, which was one of the three apps with potential races

involving non-atomic fields. The Java Memory Model considers

writes to a long or double of 64 bits as multiple writes of 32 bits.

Races on these types of fields are potentially harmful. We checked

for potential races on non-atomic accesses of long and double

fields in AntPod, and found 267 of them. These accesses were all in

two methods growIfNeeded and indexOf. To check if the reported

races were actually conflicting, we instrumented the methods and

tracked the objects and the threads accessing the objects. The traces

generated show different threads accessing the same objects. This

let us conclude that the accesses were indeed conflicting. Further-

more, there were no explicit join operations between the threads

and hence these access could in principle happen-in-parallel. Thus

we concluded that all 267 accesses were harmful races.

The redundant synchronizations analysis detects unnecessary

use of synchronization constructs in the applications. The tool

found that some of the apps like Aard2, Dns66, AntPod, OwnCloud,

and Fbreader relied on a lot of synchronizations which were not

needed since their shared accesses do not happen in parallel (as

detected by the EB conditions).

To summarize, our tool performed well in detecting data races

and redundant synchronizations, despite the use of imprecise points-

to analysis. The proposed executes-before conditions played a sig-

nificant role in the performance numbers of the tool. It also performs

well over ERCatcher in detecting executes-before pairs.

9 RELATED WORK

We group related work according to work on executes-before, MHP,

and dynamic and bounded model-checking based techniques for

EDP programs, and discuss our work in relation to them.

Executes-Before analysis. Hu et al. [8], Wu et al. [20], and Sale-

hamadi et al. [17] consider the problem of statically determining

executes-before pairs as part of their goal of statically detecting

event-based races in Android apps. Event-races are conflicting ac-

cesses that are not causally ordered in the application (for instance,
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we would like an access to happen after the initialization and a free

to happen after an access). The basic approach in these works is

to construct a finite contextual unfolding of the program and to

compute łhappens-beforež orderings on this unfolding. They then

implicitly infer an executes-before ordering on tasks, by saying that

𝑎 executes-before 𝑏 if the end node of every contextual instance of

𝑎 is happens-before ordered with the start node of every contextual

instance of 𝑏.

To begin with, event races are different from the standard races

we target in this paper: two accesses that run on the same thread,

or two accesses that are well-synchronized by locks, and hence

non-racy, may be event races simply because there is no fixed order

between them. Secondly, this way of infering executes-before pairs

is easily seen to be unsound for general EDP programs where one

has posts in a loop or recursive posts by tasks. Thus the aim in [8, 17,

20] appears to be produce a small set of potential event races with a

low false positive rate, with no intention of being sound. In contrast,

we want our execute-before rules to be sound and effective on the

general class of EDP programs, given the downstream applications

of MHP analysis, sound data race and redundant synchronization

detection, and data-flow analysis.

MHP Analysis. Kahlon et al. [9] give a static analysis to detect

races in multi-threaded C programs with asynchronous function

calls which is similar to EDP programs. Their main focus is on doing

a context-sensitive points-to and must-held lockset analysis for C

programs in the presence of function pointers. The MHP rules they

give essentially correspond to standard fork-join and lock-unlock

rules. As demonstrated by our experiments, the EB-based rules are

crucial in obtaining good precision for event-driven programs. The

algorithm by [1] computes precise MHP information for fork-join

asynchronous programs. This is not very useful in our setting (for

example in Android apps) where joins appear to be rarely used.

Since Android apps are Java-based, one may ask if static race-

detection techniques for Java could be used for Android apps. While

many of the techniques for obtaining a precise set of conflicting

accesses (for example [13]) would help here too, the MHP analysis

would not be sound as they do not consider the task posting feature

of EDP programs. Moreover, these techniques typically drop sound-

ness in favour of precision. For instance, [13] declare statements to

be non-MHP even if two may-held locks may-alias. The nAdroid

tool of [6] tries to address task posting in Android apps by convert-

ing them to a standard Java program in which each callback is on a

different thread, and then invoking a Java race detector like Chord

[13]. However, as one would expect, this approach leads to a lot of

false positives.

Bounded analysis. DroidRacer [11] uses a bounded model-

checking approach to detect a wide range of event-based races.

The authors give a formal semantics of event driven systems that

considers both thread interleavings and event dispatch. In an-

other bounded model-checking approach [12] implements a phase-

bounding algorithm, to analyze C programs that have an execution

model which supports asynchronous programming, in a tool called

BBS, which uses the bounded model checker CBMC. While such

approaches can be expected to be very precise, they are not scalable

and are inherently unsound.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have given a sound and efficient technique, with

good recall, to statically identify executes-before pairs in event

driven programs. The executes-before information is shown to

be effective in downstream analyses like data race detection and

identifying redundant synchronization blocks in Android apps.

In future work we would like to explore the use of the executes-

before information in sound detection of event-based races, as

well as in efficient and precise data-flow analysis for event driven

programs.

DATA-AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

The source code and an executable VM of the AndRacer tool is

available in [14].
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